LED LIGHT SHEET
ILLUMINATING THE POSSIBILITIES

ILLUMINATING
THE POSSIBILITIES
The unique construction of LED Light Sheet harnesses specification
versatility with a patented process to create an innovative and
adaptable lighting unit. Each LED Light Sheet panel is manufactured
in the UK by Applelec.
Using 3D V-cutting technology, a clear
PMMA acrylic is etched with a uniform
matrix and cut to a specified shape and
size. Thermally managed LEDs in a
wide range of options are then securely
embedded into the sheet in a patented
technique which ensures the unit is
robustly constructed and runs cool to
the touch.
The etched 3D V-cut matrix acts as a
vehicle to transport light from the LEDs
across the entire surface of the panel to
deliver homogeneous illumination.

LED Light Sheet is created with an
acrylic thickness of 6mm or 8mm and
in a range of different grid options,
calculated according to the size of the
area illuminated.
Suitable for internal and external
installations, LED Light Sheet can be
fitted with lighting controllers to meet
the aesthetic requirements of each
application.

LED LIGHT SHEET
EVENLY
DISTRIBUTED
LIGHT

THERMALLY
MANAGED
LEDS

Sourced for its rigidity and light
transmission properties, a clear PMMA
acrylic is etched using 3D V-cutting
technology. This engraving technology
ensures light is evenly distributed across
the surface of the acrylic.

LED Light Sheet incorporates a unique,
patented heat sink which dissipates
the heat generated by the LEDs. This
ensures the unit runs cool to the touch
and maximises the longevity of the LED
modules.

UK manufacture:
supports short lead times

Bright:
high powered thermally managed LED
modules

Low maintenance:
components made to last

Longevity:
LM80 tested LEDs within standard LED
Light Sheet panels

LED LIGHT SHEET
BESPOKE
REQUIREMENTS

LED CONTROL

Cut to specified measurements and
manufactured to suit internal or
external applications, each unit is
embedded with cool white or warm
white LEDs in a variety of Kelvin colour
temperatures. LED options with a high
CRI of over 90 are available in a range
of colour temperatures

Compatible with 0-10V, DALI, DMX
and Lutron systems, LED Light Sheet
can be specified according to a variety
of control requirements. Project
creativity with colour changing and
dynamic LEDs.

Made to measure:
with customised sizes and shapes, and
an IP67 rating on request
LED choice:
a wide selection of colour temperature
options

Controllable:
LED Light Sheet can be used with a
wide range of control systems
Tuneable white:
with options in 2200-4100K and 27006500K

RETAIL

SELFRIDGES
BODY
STUDIO
One of the warmest white light options
in the LED Light Sheet range was
selected by award-winning architectural
lighting design studio Nulty+ for the
creation of backlit Shoji screens at
Selfridges’ Body Studio in London.
Designers Neri&Hu mixed Japanese
and Californian influences in the
design of the studio, with traditional
Japanese paper screens – known as
Shoji – illuminated by LED Light Sheet.
Each screen was created using a single
panel of bespoke LED Light Sheet,
specially engineered for the project in
consultation with the team at Nulty+.
Featuring 2700K LEDs, over thirty
LED Light Sheet panels, each at over
2.6 metres in height, were created
for the screens which provide vertical
illumination within the space.
Image courtesy of James French

RETAIL

GALERIA
MELISSA
Lighting solution specialists MJ Lighting
have created an inventive lighting
scheme using LED Light Sheet for
the ground breaking Galleria Melissa
store in Covent Garden, London. This
first Melissa store to open in the UK,
features a number of art installations
inspired by light, movement and colour.
On entering the store, customers are
greeted with a kinetic art installation
formed of 21 illuminated acrylic shoe
boxes. In each box sits one of the iconic
plastic shoes lit by LED Light Sheet
which is built into the roof of the box.
Image courtesy of Melvyn Vincent

LEISURE

QUAGLINOS
First opened in 1929, Quaglinos is an
iconic London restaurant synonymous
with style and glamour. For a recent
refurbishment, LED Light Sheet was
chosen to illuminate the bar top of the
restaurant’s large central bar created
by Concept Bars. Interior design agency
Russell Sage Studio and lighting
consultants Into Lighting were selected
to complete the £3-million revamp,
creating a design of heavy art deco
styling with a mink, gold and pewter
colour scheme.
For special events the entire bar
can be moved to reveal the venue’s
ballroom floor, and to enable this, the
bar was constructed in nine separate
sections. LED Light Sheet panels were
created in a warm white, 2700K colour
temperature, to illuminate the goldencoloured, resin topped bars. An IP67
rating was specified for the panels to
protect against water ingress.
Image courtesy of Emphasis Photography®

MUSEUM

DESIGNER
MAKER
USER
Designer Maker User, the permanent
exhibition at London’s Design Museum,
has been transformed during the
relocation of the museum with a
lighting scheme by Studio ZNA
featuring LED Light Sheet.
Designer Maker User houses exhibits
from the museum’s 8000 strong
product archive, including the Walkman
and iPhone, with these iconic products
just some of those illuminated by LED
Light Sheet. Studio ZNA proposed
4100K LED Light Sheet for lit shelves
and the exhibition’s feature showcases
to achieve a slim profile and create a
soft diffused display texture. Due to
the conservation requirements of the
museum, all LED Light Sheet panels
were supplied with dimmers to enable
lower light levels to be set within the
product display cases.

RESIDENTIAL

LONDON TOWNHOUSE HOUSE
A colour-changing LED Light Sheet entrance feature for a London mews property is
programmed to run through a series of colour sequences. The internal and external
doorways are controllable by client operated keypads throughout the home and via
an iPad app. Design by Brilliant Lighting.
Image courtesy of Simon Warren

TELESCOMBE MANOR HOUSE
An illuminated kitchen island for a
Grade II listed Manor House.
Design by Lighting Force.

PRODUCT DESIGN

DALI
LIGHT BY
DEADGOOD
LED Light Sheet is an ideal light source
for use in product design due to its slim
depth of 6mm or 8mm and wide range
of construction and programming
options.
Furniture, lighting and interiors
designers Deadgood selected LED Light
Sheet for DALI Light. Acting as both
a downlighter and an uplighter, DALI
Light takes its name from the industry
standard control system into which
it integrates. The product is suitable
for a variety of settings, creating a
highly graphic visual statement when
illuminated and almost disappearing
when off due to the transparent
properties of the light sheet material.

SPECIAL PROJECTS: LIGHT ART

COLONIES
Created by artists [musson+retallick],
Colonies is a light sculpture inspired by
insect and plant life. Colour-changing
LED Light Sheet was manufactured
to an IP67 rating and encased in
printed acrylic to form shapes that are
mounted directly into the ground. The
sculpture was first installed beside the
River Main during Frankfurt’s Luminale
festival.

SPECIAL PROJECTS: LIGHT ART

NEW DAWN
New Dawn by Mary Branson is on
permanent display in the Houses of
Parliament and celebrates all the
people who campaigned for women’s
right to vote. Illuminated by 168
LED Light Sheet discs, each disc is
controlled individually to enable the
light of New Dawn to rise and fall over
a twelve hour cycle, linked to the tide
of the Thames. This ebb and flow of
light symbolises the tide of change
that campaigners were certain would
eventually bring women the vote.
Image courtesy of Emma Brown and Mat Clarke

ACCESSORIES - POWER

POWER SUPPLIES

POWER BOXES

PORTABLE BATTERIES

CONTROLLERS

LED Light Sheet is supplied
with an indoor or outdoor
rated power supply to suit
project requirements or fitted
with a bare end wire in a
maximum length of 3000mm.
LED Light Sheet features
white wiring as standard.

A power management
system to minimise wiring
for projects using multiple
LED Light Sheet panels. The
range includes 300W power
boxes, 240W power boxes for
dimmable panels, and 216W
power boxes for RGB panels.

Fully waterproof and suitable
for exterior locations, these
rechargeable 12v lithium
polymer batteries include
small hand-held units.
Available in 4Ah, 8Ah, 10Ah,
14Ah and 22Ah sizes with a
built-in power gauge.

A range of internal and
external enclosed and easy
to configure constant voltage
driver/controllers for LED Light
Sheet applications. The units
can be integrated within a
network or used as a standalone device.

ACCESSORIES

DIMMERS

TOUCH TECHNOLOGY

SNAP FRAMES

VARIOMOUNT

The dimmer range for LED
Light Sheet includes units
that act as stand-alone
devices with a manual lighting
control function, or which
can be used as a slave unit
and interface within larger
systems.

Programmed using a
capacitive touch sensor, LED
Light Sheet can be contact
sensitive. The operation of
LED Light Sheet is controlled
by touching the area where
the sensor is located to turn
the light panel on or off.

Bespoke snap frames fitted
with LED Light Sheet create
evenly illuminated lightboxes
with a depth of 25mm.
Constructed in aluminium
with a silver anodized coating
or painted to match a project
colour scheme.

An aluminium profile
mounting system, Variomount
is used to create modular wall
features by mounting single
or multiple rows of lit panels.
The system is assembled with
no visible fixings to create
seamless installations.

FLEXLOGIC
STRAIGHT THINKING WITH
ASTA LINEAR LED PROFILES

A linear LED profile series, Asta Linear includes surface mounted, recessed,
suspended and decorative designs for internal applications.
Constructed in sleek extruded aluminium, with aluminium end caps and are
available in specified lengths up to 2500mm. The range includes the 7mm wide
AL.0709 profile to create narrow lines of light.
Identical LEDs can be housed in Asta Linear profiles to those embedded in LED
Light Sheet for the creation of coordinated interior schemes.
www.astalinear.co.uk

CREATE CONTINUOUS LINES
OF FLEXIBLE LIGHT

FlexLogic is an encapsulated LED flex system suitable for internal and
external applications. Invisible LEDs deliver superb clarity and brightness
with options in flat and radial bending directions.
The FlexLogic range includes addressable, RGB and monochromatic
colours along with a selection of colour temperatures and tuneable white
in 2700K-6500K.
With an IP68 protection rating and IK08 impact rating, each LED is fully
protected within FlexLogic’s UV and flame resistant PVC construction.

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
Book our
RIBA accredited
CPD presentation
‘The team are still commenting on
how interesting and useful they have
found your CPD.’ HUB Architects
‘It was really, really informative and
you explain everything really clearly.
I wish all CPDs could be like this!’
Kai Design
Our CPD, ‘Edge Lighting: The
perfect backlighting solution’ looks
at the use of LED Light Sheet in
backlighting systems.
Please email riba@applelec.co.uk
to book your presentation.

Applelec’s lighting showroom is located at the Business Design Centre in
Islington, where many design exhibitions take place throughout the year.
The showroom features a lighting scheme composed entirely in OLED
which uses almost 100 OLED light panels in pendant and track mounted
styles. LED Light Sheet, Asta Linear and FlexLogic displays are also
featured.
Please contact us to book a visit.

For LED Light Sheet and related accessory
specifications, including colour temperatures and
surface brightness, please download the technical
manual from www.ledlightsheet.co.uk

Please contact our product specialists to
discuss your project requirements

Head Office
Applelec, Unit 1
Wharfedale Business Park
Shetcliffe Lane, Bradford,
West Yorkshire, BD4 9RW
London Showroom
Room 324, Business Design Centre
52 Upper Street, Islington
London, N1 0QH
LED Light Sheet Twitter
www.twitter.com/ApplelecLight
LED Light Sheet YouTube
www.youtube.com/ledlightpanels
LED Light Sheet is exhibited yearly at a
number of design shows. Full details are
available at www.ledlightsheet.co.uk

LED Light Sheet is manufactured in the UK by Applelec
LED Light Sheet is manufactured in the UK
by Applelec. www.applelec.co.uk

